
Former Hawks GM, scouting guru dies 

 

By Associated Press  

Marty Blake, the NBA’s longtime director of scouting and former general manager of the 

Hawks, died Sunday. He was 86. 

Blake worked in the NBA for more than 50 years and is considered the “Godfather of scouting.” 

The NBA said Blake died in Alpharetta, but didn’t provide a cause of death. 

Blake was general manager of the Hawks franchise before spending more than 35 years as the 

league’s director of scouting. Commissioner David Stern said the NBA would “forever be 

indebted to him.” 

“Marty began his lifetime of service to basketball at a time when the league was still in its 

infancy,” Stern said in a statement. “His work as a general manager and then as director of 

scouting for the NBA first helped the teams to understand the value of scouting. Marty’s 

dedication not just to the NBA, but to basketball was extraordinary and we will forever be 

indebted to him.” 

Blake became a general manager at 27 and drafted Hall of Fame players such as Lenny Wilkens 

and Pete Maravich. He led the Hawks to the 1958 NBA title and was later the general manager 

of Pittsburgh’s ABA franchise, but made his biggest impact in the field of scouting. 

Danny Ferry, Hawks president of basketball operations and general manager, said, “On behalf of 

the entire Hawks organization, I would like to extend my condolences to the family and friends 

of Marty Blake. As the general manager of the Milwaukee, St. Louis and Atlanta Hawks from 

1954 to 1970, including his guidance of the Hawks to the 1958 NBA Championship, and as the 

NBA’s director of scouting for over 35 years, Marty’s innumerable contributions to the Hawks 

and the NBA will never be forgotten.” 

He began providing scouting reports to both NBA and ABA teams, and by 1976, Marty Blake & 

Associates came under the umbrella of the NBA league office. His reports and other vital player 

information were made available to all NBA teams. 

He helped put together the first NBA predraft camp in 1982, and helped find and bring future 

NBA players such as Scottie Pippen, John Stockton, Tim Hardaway and Dennis Rodman to the 

Portsmouth Invitational. 

Blake was honored in 2005 with the Bunn Lifetime Achievement Award from the Naismith 

Memorial Basketball Hall of Fame, the highest award short of enshrinement. 

Blake retired just recently, and his son, Ryan, has taken his place. 



Blake is survived by his wife, Marcia; children, Eliot, Sarah and Ryan; and five grandchildren. 

Arrangements for services are pending. 

 


